Biogeography-based optimization (BBO) algorithm is based on species migration between habitats to complete information circulation and sharing, which achieves the global optimization by improving the adaptability of habitats. In this paper, the basic migration balance model of biogeography theory is elaborated. Based on the population adaptive migration mechanism of BBO algorithm, the algorithm procedure is set up. Seven linear or nonlinear migration ratio models (including three new migration ratio models) are described. Simulation experiments are carried out on eight testing functions to verify the proposed migration ratio models. Simulation results show that different migration ratio model has different influence on the optimization performance of BBO algorithm, in which the sine migration ratio model has the best optimization performance. This also represents that the nonlinear migration ratio model close to the natural laws outperforms other simple linear migration ratio models.
Introduction
The nature of function optimization problem is to find the optimal solution of an objective function through iterative 1 . The function features are usually described as continuous, discrete, linear, non-linear, convex function, etc. In that the constraint function optimization problem can be converted into unconstrained problem by using the designed special operators and penalty functions to make solution always feasible, the unconstrained function optimization problem is the main research focus. The swarm intelligent optimization algorithms 2 are a kind of random search algorithm to simulate the biological population evolution and evolution, which solves the complex global optimization problems through individual cooperation and competition between species, and is applied in many fields, such as multi-objective optimization, data mining, network routing, signal processing, pattern recognition, etc. The typical swarm intelligence optimization algorithms include ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm 3 , genetic algorithm (GA) 4 , particle swarm optimization is a biological-inspired optimization. Inspired by PSO, an improved artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm called g-best-guided ABC (GABC) algorithm was proposed by incorporating the information of global best (g-best) solution into the solution search equation to improve the exploitation. The experimental results tested on a set of numerical benchmark functions show that GABC algorithm can outperform ABC algorithm in most of the experiments 7 . In that ABC is good at exploration but poor at exploitation, and its convergence speed is also an issue in some cases, an improved ABC algorithm called I-ABC was proposed, where inertia weight and acceleration coefficients are introduced to modify the search process. On the other hand, in order to inherit the bright sides of ABC, GABC and I-ABC, a high-efficiency hybrid ABC algorithm, which is called PS-ABC, is proposed. PS-ABC owns the abilities of prediction and selection. Results show that PS-ABC has a faster convergence speed like I-ABC and better search ability than other relevant methods for almost all functions 8 . A new modified genetic algorithm with adaptive elitist-population strategies was proposed for multimodal function optimization, which is based on the concept of adaptively adjusting the population size according to the individuals' dissimilarity and a novel direction dependent elitist genetic operator. Simulation results show that it is very efficient and effective in finding multiple solutions of complicated benchmark and real-world multimodal optimization problems 9 . A hybrid niching algorithm based on the PSO was proposed to deal with multimodal function optimization problems 10 , where the recombination-replacement crowding strategy that works on the archive population is introduced to improve the exploration capability. An ensemble of differential evolution algorithms employing the variable parameter search and two distinct mutation strategies in the ensemble was proposed to solve realparameter constrained optimization problems, which was tested using benchmark instances 11 . An improved fruit fly optimization (IFFO) algorithm was proposed for solving continuous function optimization problems. A new control parameter is introduced to tune the search scope around its swarm location adaptively and a new solution generating method is developed to enhance accuracy and convergence rate of the algorithm 12 . Cuckoo search algorithm which reproduces the breeding strategy of the best known brood parasitic bird, the cuckoos has demonstrated its superiority in obtaining the global solution for numerical optimization problems. An improved cuckoo search algorithm with adaptive step size adjustment is introduced and its feasibility on a variety of benchmarks is validated 13 . BBO Algorithm is a new type of swarm intelligent optimization algorithms and formally put forward by an American scholar Simon in 2008 14, 15 , whose basic idea is based on the species migration to complete the information flow between habitats. It achieves information sharing, the suitability improvement of habitats and obtains the optimal solution through adjusting immigration rate and emigration rate, migration topology, migration interval and migration strategies in the process of migration 16 . Compared with other swarm intelligent optimization algorithms, the main advantages of BBO algorithm are little adjusted parameters, simple implement, fast convergence velocity and high searching precision, which has been successfully applied in economic load assignment 17 , combinatorial optimization 18 , power distribution of wireless sensor network 19 , function optimization 20 and
other global optimization problems. In this paper, the basic migration balance model of biogeography theory was elaborated. Seven migrating operators including the newly proposed migration ratio models have been used to realize the information sharing of BBO algorithm. Simulation results show that the different migration strategies have different influence on the optimization performance of BBO algorithm.
Biogeography-Based Optimization Algorithm

Overview of BBO algorithm
The biogeography-based optimization (BBO) algorithm is derived from the biogeography discipline, which is primarily based on the distribution of species in nature. The mathematical model was designed with the following factors in mind: the habitat of many species, the migration route, the formation of new species, and the destruction of the species in nature 14, 15 . Species have certain rules according to which migration is conducted among disconnected islands through various barriers. Species can realize migrations among these islands by drifting, using the wind, and many other ways. A diagram illustrating multiple habitats in biological geography is shown in Fig. 1 . In addition to the relationship among the islands, each island has its own given factors and survival indicators, which is defined as the Habitat suitability index (HSI). The dependent index variables affecting the HSI are named the independent habitat variables. The higher the island's HSI index, the lower the immigration rate of the population. The biogeographybased optimization (BBO) algorithm adopts the integer coding rule. A probability-based migration operator (Habitat migration operator) is set up to enable information sharing among the individuals in the population. The individuals also have their antagonistic emigration rate and the immigration rate so as to control the movement probability of individuals.
Basic migration balance model of biogeography
A model representing the migration of a single species from an island is shown in Fig. 2 15 . Assuming the ratio of emigration and immigration of the specie migration model of a single HS is and , respectively, then the number function of species in the island is established. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that when the number of species is zero, the emigration rate is zero, and when the number of species reaches the maximum capacity of species max S , the emigration rate reaches the maximum value E. Similarly, when the number of species is zero, the immigration rate assumes the maximum possible value I. When the number of species reaches the maximum max S , the corresponding emigration rate is zero. Equilibrium is reached at point 0 S when the emigration rate is equal to the immigration rate . Using the BBO algorithm and assuming the number of species on an island is S with probability s P , its change over time , t t t can be described as follows.
When the number of species on the island is S at time t t , the island's emigration rate is s and the immigration rate is s , and at least one of the following conditions is satisfied.
(1) At time t , the number of species is S ; at time , t t t , there is no emigration and immigration of the species.
(2) At time t , the number of species is 1 S . At time , t t t , there is at least one of the species available to immigrate.
(3) At time t , the number of species is 1 S . At time , t t t , there is at least one of the species available to emigrate.
If t is sufficiently small for this specie, the probability of emigration and immigration can be ignored regardless of other factors. Define [ , , , ]
1 1 
Assuming E I , the situation depicted in Fig. 2 can be simplified by reducing it to that shown in Fig. 3 and Eq. (5) 
where max n S and k is the number of species. Thus, Eq. (4) can be reduced to:
The probability of each island holding the number of species is given by the following equation:
If the species migration curves in each island (solution) are the same, it can be seen from Fig. 3, 2 S would represent a high HSI solution and 1 S would indicate a low HSI solution. The emigration rate of 1 S is lower than the corresponding emigration rate 2 S . Likewise, the immigration rate of 1 S is higher than the immigration rate of 2 S . The migration rate of each solution enables the information to be shared among islands.
Biogeography-based optimization algorithm
The BBO algorithm is a method composed by using n habitats with a D -dimension SIV fitness vector. 
Thus, the mutation rate i M of each i H is obtained. The global variables are composed of the highest emigration rate E , the immigration rate I , the mutation rate max M , the number of the elite individual Z and the global migration rate mod P . The algorithm procedure is shown in Fig. 4 . The flowchart is described as follows.
Step 1: Initialize all parameters variables and SIV of i H vector for any chosen habitats.
Step 2: For different suitability degree i H , sort the habitats from good to worse. Generally, the update rate of habitat is set as 1 i .
Step 3: By comparison, if the desired optimum is reached, output the optimum and the algorithm procedure ends. Otherwise, continue to Step 4.
Step 
Migration Ratio Models
According to the biogeography species distribution, the different linear and nonlinear migration ratio models of biogeography are obtained, in which four migration ratio model are come from Ref. 21 , at the same time, other three migration ratio models are new put forward: sine migration ratio model, migration ratio model with constant emigration rate and migration ratio model with constant immigration rate. As shown in Fig. 5 , the immigration rate k and the emigration rate k are the function of species diversity k in the habitat; I indicates the maximum immigration rate; E indicates the maximum emigration rate; 0 k is the number of species at the point of habitat equilibrium, that is to say the immigration rate is equal to the emigration rate at that point. 
Exponential migration model
As shown in Fig. 5(a) , the immigration rate k and the emigration rate k calculated by Eq. (10) are the exponential function of species diversity k in the habitat at the exponential migration ratio model (expressed as eBBO).
Ie Ee (10) Seen from Fig. 5(a) , when there are fewer species in habitats, the immigration rate decreases rapidly and the emigration rate increases slowly. When the habitat is approaching saturation state, the immigration rate decreases slowly, meanwhile the emigration rate increases rapidly.
Quadratic migration model
As shown in Fig. 5(b) , the immigration rate k and the emigration rate k calculated by Eq. (11) are the quadratic function of species diversity k in the habitat at the quadratic migration ratio model (expressed as QBBO). 
Seen from Fig. 5(b) , the migration characteristic is similar to the exponential migration ratio model. But the difference is that the emigration rate is zero when it has the largest immigration rate, while the emigration rate of the exponential migration model is not zero.
Linear migration model
As shown in Fig. 5(c) , the immigration rate k and the emigration rate k calculated by Eq. (12) are the linear function of species diversity k in the habitat at the linear migration ratio model (expressed as LBBO).
(1 )
Seen from Fig. 5(c) , When there is no species in the inhabit, it has the largest immigration rate I and the
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Copyright: the authorsemigration rate is zero. With the increase of species diversity, the habitat becomes crowded, so the possibility of immigration become smaller and smaller and more and more species move to the adjacent habitat, that is to say the emigration rate increases bigger. Finally, when species reached saturation n , the immigration rate is zero and the emigration rate reaches the maximum value E .
Cosine migration model
As shown in Fig. 5(d) , the immigration rate k and the emigration rate k calculated by Eq. (13) are the cosine function of species diversity k in the habitat at the cosine migration ratio model (expressed as cBBO).
(1 cos( )) 2
Seen from the Fig. 5(d) , when there are fewer or more species in the habitat, the change ratio of immigration rate and emigration rate are relatively stable. While the habitat has a number of species, the change of immigration rate and emigration rate are relatively faster.
Sine migration model
As shown in Fig. 5(e) , the immigration rate k and the emigration rate k calculated by Eq. (14) are the sine function of species diversity k in the habitat at the sine migration ratio model (expressed as sBBO).
(1 sin( )) 2
Seen from Fig. 5(e) , the characteristics of this migration ratio model is contrary to the cosine migration ratio model. When there are fewer or more species in the habitat, the change of immigration and emigration rate are relatively fast, while the habitat has a number of species, the change of immigration rate and emigration rate are relatively stable.
Migration model with constant emigration ratio
As shown in Fig. 5(f) , the immigration rate k is the linear function of species diversity k in the habitat and the emigration rate k remains the constant at the migration ratio model with constant emigration ratio (expressed as EBBO), which are calculated by Eq. (15).
Seen from the Fig. 5(f) , when there is no species in the inhabit, it has the largest immigration rate I and emigration rate is / 2 E . With the increase of species diversity, the habitat increasingly becomes crowded, the possibility of immigration becomes smaller, more and more species move to the adjacent inhabits and the emigration rate keeps constant. Finally, when species reach saturation state n , the immigration rate is zero.
Migration model with constant immigration ratio
As shown in Fig. 5(g) , the immigration rate k remains the constant and the emigration rate k is the linear function of species diversity k in the habitat at the migration ratio model with constant immigration ratio (expressed as IBBO), which are calculated by Eq. (16).
Seen from the Fig. 5(g) , when there is no species in the inhabit, the immigration rate I /2 and the emigration rate is 0. With the increase of species diversity, the habitat increasingly becomes crowded, the possibility of immigration remains constant. So the emigration possibility becomes much bigger, namely, more and more species leave to the adjacent habitats. Finally, when species reach saturation state n , the emigration rate is the maximum value E .
Simulation Research and Results Analysis
The performance comparison between BBO algorithm and other swarm intelligent optimization has been carried out in literature 14 . The main purpose of this paper is to verify the impact of various migration ratio models (linear and nonlinear) on the optimizing performance of BBO algorithm. In order to verify the high efficiency of the migration ration strategy, eight The parameters of BBO algorithm are set as follows. The dimension of test functions D =20; The population (habitat) size of the BBO algorithm H = 50; The habitat updated probability is 1; The number of elite individual reservations Keep =2; The migration range of each generation is [0,1]; The probability integral calculation step is 1; The minimum immigration rate I =1; The minimum emigration rate E =1; The mutation rate m =0.005; The evolution generation is 100, independently runs 200 times for every algorithm. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7(a)-(h) .
It can be seen from Fig. 7 (a)-(h) that the convergence velocity of Ackley function is rather slow, while other functions will gradually reach the stable state with a minimum in the limited iteration number about 35 times or 70 times. Wherein, for Schwefel2.22 function, the curve of IBBO has the fastest convergence speed and the earliest reach the optimal value. Moreover, the curve of LBBO is most obvious in Schwefel function, which can be get stable state soon, the sBBO almost always the first to achieve minimum for most of functions, followed by cBBO. The simulation results show that these migration ratio models make BBO algorithm more quickly and efficient for unconstrained function optimization problems. The comparison of the simulation optimization results under the proposed seven migration ratio models for eight functions are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . Seen from Table 1 and Table 2 , the performance of BBO algorithm is different under the different migration ratio models. In the optimization process of BBO algorithm with seven migration ratio models for eight benchmark functions, the model 3, 4 and 5 all have the minimum either optimal solution or average solution. Wherein, model 5 performs best and model 3 and 4 is followed by it. This show that the BBO algorithm with the migration ratio models close to the natural laws, such as sine, cosine, and so on, outperforms those BBO algorithm with simple linear migration ratio models. Further, according to the simulation results, the different mutation ratio and the number of evolutionary generation can improve the solution fitness to a certain degree, but no obvious advantage on the performance optimization.
Conclusions and Future Work
Based on the design principle of BBO algorithm, seven migration ratio models are discussed aiming at the poor convergence and uniformity for the existed function optimization algorithms. Simulation experiments are carried out on the eight benchmark functions to verify the performance of the discussed models. The simulation results show that the seven migration ratio models have a significant impact on the optimization performance of BBO algorithm, in which the sine migration ratio model has the best optimization performance. In the future study, we can use different model such as cosine, sine, linear high order and so on, constitute a different combinations about immigrationemigration rate of cosine/sine -linear respectively four /eight / sixteen times or more high order, on the one hand, which closer to nature discipline, on the other hand, considering the influence degree of the nature of biological migration. Therefore, through the research on the rules of nature evolved over a long period of time, analysis of the mobility model and its different combinations of species of high order hybrid model, it is of great significance for processing optimization problem more unique and effective.
